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Robust multi-qubit quantum network node with
integrated error detection
P.-J. Stas1*, Y. Q. Huan1*, B. Machielse1,2*, E. N. Knall3, A. Suleymanzade1, B. Pingault3,4,5, M. Sutula1,
S. W. Ding3, C. M. Knaut1, D. R. Assumpcao3, Y.-C. Wei1, M. K. Bhaskar1,2, R. Riedinger1,6,7,
D. D. Sukachev1,2, H. Park1,8, M. Lončar3, D. S. Levonian1,2, M. D. Lukin1†

Long-distance quantum communication and networking require quantum memory nodes with efficient optical
interfaces and long memory times. We report the realization of an integrated two-qubit network node based
on silicon-vacancy centers (SiVs) in diamond nanophotonic cavities. Our qubit register consists of the SiV
electron spin acting as a communication qubit and the strongly coupled silicon-29 nuclear spin acting as a
memory qubit with a quantum memory time exceeding 2 seconds. By using a highly strained SiV, we realize
electron-photon entangling gates at temperatures up to 1.5 kelvin and nucleus-photon entangling gates up to
4.3 kelvin. We also demonstrate efficient error detection in nuclear spin–photon gates by using the electron
spin as a flag qubit, making this platform a promising candidate for scalable quantum repeaters.

T
he ability to distribute quantum infor-
mation over extended distances (1, 2)
constitutes an important enabling tech-
nology in quantum information science,
with applications in quantum key dis-

tribution (3, 4), nonlocal sensing (5), and dis-
tributed quantum computation (6, 7). A key
requirement for the realization of such long-
distance quantum networking involves the
development of quantum repeaters (8) tomiti-
gate photonic qubit loss during transmission
over extended distances. These require net-
work nodes containingmultiple qubits that can
collect, store, and process information com-
municated through photonic channels (9). Al-
though theoretical proposals for all-photonic
repeater schemes (10) potentially circumvent
this requirement, they involve efficient sources
of large-scale photonic states, which are very
challenging to realize.
Color centers in diamond nanophotonic struc-

tures (11–14) have recently emerged as lead-

ing candidates for realizing such nodes owing
to their long coherence times, high-fidelity
single-qubit gates, efficient qubit-photon in-
terfaces, and high experimental repetition rates.
The integration of all these features into a single
device has led to the demonstration ofmemory-
enhanced quantum communication (11) with
the silicon-vacancy (SiV) center. Important
steps toward quantum networking have been
taken by using multi-qubit registers based on
nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers and nearby nu-
clear spins (15), but the low coupling effici-
ency to photons makes scalability challenging.
Although other promising platforms, such as
trapped ions (16) and neutral atoms (17) in
optical cavities, achieved efficient coupling to
photons, scalable implementation of quantum
repeaters requires access to auxiliary memory
qubits to perform entanglement swapping,
purification, and error detection (8, 9), which
thus far has been challenging to achieve in a
single setting. For SiVs, the technical complex-

ity associated with the need for operation at
dilution refrigerator temperatures [required
to avoid phonon-induced dephasing (18)] has
thus far impeded the prospects for scalability.
Here, we address this long-standing challenge
by using a highly strained SiV (18, 19) featur-
ing the 29Si isotope, with its nuclear spin (20)
serving as a deterministic long-lived memory
qubit. We demonstrate full control of this in-
tegrated two-qubit register at increased tem-
peratures, including selective qubit readout
via a phase-based readout method, enabling
multiple electron state resets before deteri-
oration of the nuclear spin memory.
The 29SiV in an external magnetic field con-

stitutes a two-qubit system of four spin states
with nondegenerate transition frequencies
(Fig. 1A). The electron and nuclear spin qubits
are coherently controlled by using microwave
(MW) and radiofrequency (RF) pulses, re-
spectively, which are delivered through gold
coplanar waveguides (Fig. 1B). The SiV is em-
bedded in ananophotonic cavity (Fig. 1C), which
enhances optical transitions to the excited-
state manifold at 737 nm (Fig. 1A, wavy arrows)
that is used for state readout and spin-photon
entanglement. The SiV-cavity system exhibits
high-contrast spin-dependent reflection spectra
(Fig. 1D) enabled by the strong cavity coupling
[cooperativity C ¼ 1:6 (21)].
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Fig. 1. Quantum network node based on 29SiV. (A) Energy-level diagram of
the 29SiV. Allowed magnetic dipole transitions are shown by arrows in the qubit
manifold for the case when the B-field is oriented along the symmetry axis.
(B) False-color scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the device,
showing the gold coplanar waveguides in yellow. (C) Zoomed-in SEM image
of the nanophotonic cavity in which the 29SiV is located. (D) Spin-dependent

reflection intensity (top) and phase (bottom) as a function of laser frequency
with a cavity-SiV detuning of D ¼ 69 GHz chosen to maximize optical
contrast. (E) Experimental setup for phase readout of the electron spin state.
(F) Measured spin-dependent phase shift of the beating pattern between
sidebands. (G) Coherence of a nuclear superposition state as a function of
the number of electron readouts for resonant and phase readouts.
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High-fidelity resonant readout of the elec-
tron state is achieved by measuring the re-
flected intensity of a laser at the frequency of
maximum reflection intensity contrast (Fig.
1D, black line) (11). However, the nuclear qubit
experiences dephasing from the laser during
readout, with the highest decoherence rate
occurring when the laser is near the resonant
readout frequency (21). To enable selective
readout of the electronic spin qubit, we probe
the system at laser frequencies at which min-
imal nuclear dephasing occurs and make use
of the electron spin–dependent phase—instead
of intensity—of reflected photons for readout.
Using an electro-optic modulator (EOM) to
generate sidebands (Fig. 1E), we send two tones
(blue and magenta lines in Fig. 1D) along the
same path and measure the spin-dependent
reflected phase difference via the resulting beat-
ing pattern to determine the electron state (Fig.
1F) (21). With this phase-based readout, the
electron can be read 14 times at 95% fidelity
before causing a 1=e loss of nuclear coherence.
This constitutes an eightfold improvement over
the resonant readout method (Fig. 1G), with
further improvements expected through cavity
design and magnetic field optimization (21).
The two-qubit 29SiV system is fully controlled

by selectively driving the four single-spin–
flipping transitions (Fig. 1A) to implement
the four possible controlled-NOT (CNOT) gates:
two electron-flipping gatesCnNOTe (MW1) and
CnNOTe (MW2), and twonucleus-flipping gates
CeNOTn (RF1) and CeNOTn (RF2), where the
absence (presence) of the overbar indicates con-
ditioning on the control spin being in the down
(up) state. Wemeasure a fidelity of 99:9 T 0:1%
for theCnNOTe gate with a gate time of 30.0 ns.
As the time to drive a nuclearp rotation (23 ms)
is longer than the electron dephasing timeT �

2;e
(5 ms) (21), transfer of electron superposition
states onto the nucleus is not possible with di-
rect driving for the CeNOTn gate. To circumvent
this problem, we increase the electron coher-
ence time using a dynamical decoupling se-
quence and interleave it with stepwise nuclear
rotations (22, 23) to implement a decoupled
CeNOTn (Fig. 2A). Specifically, we apply RF1 in
the first window, and alternate it with apply-
ing RF2 after every subsequent unconditional
electron p pulse to account for the flipping
electron state while keeping the nuclear ro-
tation conditional on the same initial electron
state, achieving a gate fidelity of 93:7 T 0:7%
(21) within a gate time of 29.2 ms. With the
decoupled CeNOTn , we can swap a superpo-
sition state from the electron onto the nuclear
spin state (Fig. 2B), where it can be stored
using an XY8 decoupling sequence. We find
that the nuclear coherence time scales with n,
the number of decoupling pulses applied, as
T2;nºn0:53 with amaximummeasured nuclear
memory time of T2;n ¼ 2:1 T 0:1 s (Fig. 2C)
when using a 128-XY8 sequence.

To enable robust spin-photon entanglement,
we use a SiV with large residual strain [ground
state splitting DGS ¼ 554 GHz (21)], which
greatly suppresses the rate of thermal deco-
herence processes (19), enabling operation at
1.5 K without an appreciable reduction in T2;e

(Fig. 3A). We implement high-temperature
spin-photon entangling gates between the
electron spin and time-bin qubits in the e; lf g
basis, corresponding to the presence of a pho-
ton in either the early or late time bin. The
entangling gate sequence (11) shown in Fig. 3B
generates the entangled state e↓e þ l↑eð Þ= ffiffiffi

2
p

conditioned on the detection of a single re-
flected photon. We find a Bell state fidelity of
Feγ ¼ 0:91 T 0:02 (0:90 T 0:01) at 0.1 K (1.5 K)
(Fig. 3C), which is primarily limited by resid-
ual reflections from the ↓e state and imperfect
photonic state measurements.
To further extend the entanglement capa-

bilities of our spin-photon interface, we intro-
duce a photon-nucleus entangling (PHONE)
gate that directly entangles the 29Si nuclear
spin with a photonic qubit using only fast
MW gates and allows operating tempera-
tures up to 4.3 K. In this scheme, the photon-
nucleus-electron system is initialized in the
eþ lð Þ ↑n þ ↓nð Þ↓e=2 state, and we apply a se-
quence of CNOTs as shown in Fig. 3D such
that the electron state—and as a result, the SiV
reflectivity—in each time bin is conditional on

the nuclear state; the final entangled state is
given by e↑n þ l↓nð Þ↓e=

ffiffiffi

2
p

. We measure the re-
sulting Bell state fidelity to beFng ¼ 0:85 T 0:02
(0:66 T 0:02) at 0.1 K (4.3 K) (Fig. 3, E and F),
with dominant infidelities due to MW gate
errors and the nuclear state dependence of the
optical transition frequency, which prevents
the photon frequency from being tuned to
maximize contrast for both nuclear spin states
simultaneously (Fig. 1D) (21).
A key feature of the PHONE gate is that the

electron should always remain in the ↓e state
after a successful gate application. Because the
electron spin mediates the interface between
the photon and the nucleus, electron spin flips
can be used as an integrated error witness to
detect gate errors. Similar to flag qubits in
error correction protocols (24), PHONE gate
errors can be reduced at the cost of some gate
failure probability (25) by measuring the state
of the electron spin qubit (Fig. 4A). Specifi-
cally, if the electron spin is measured to be in
the ↑e state after a PHONE gate application,
the prepared photon–nuclear spin entangled
state is discarded. As shown in Fig. 4B, the use
of the procedure results in a Bell state fidel-
ity increase of 2% (7%) to Fnγ ¼ 0:87 T 0:02
(0:71 T 0:02) with an error detection rate of
8.4% (13.9%) at 0.1 K (4.3 K). In Fig. 4C, we
combine all these components to implement a
PHONE gate at 4.3 K with error detection and
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Fig. 2. Long-lived quantum memory based on 29Si nuclear spin. (A) Pulse sequence for a decoupled
CeNOTngate. (B) Sequence for swapping the electron state onto the nucleus, after which a nuclear XY8
decoupling sequence with n ¼ 1; 64; 256; 1024 pulses is applied and the nuclear state is measured through
resonant readout of the electron. (C) Measured nuclear state fidelity after sequence (B). Inset: T2;n as a
function of the number of decoupling pulses n fitted to T2;nºna where a ¼ 0:53.
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store the spin-photon entangled state in the
nuclear spin memory using an echo sequence
(Fig. 4A) for more than 2.5 ms above the
threshold value of 50%, as compared to 1.5 ms
without error detection. The error detection
protocol detectsMWgate errors andT1;e- and
T2;e -limited depolarization and dephasing,
and the large gain in fidelity at 4.3 K is due to
the greater contribution of the detectable errors
from short T1;e and T2;e times at this tem-
perature (21). Conversely, the improvement
from error detection at 0.1 K is limited as the
infidelity is dominated by nondetectable errors
from photon state measurement and SiV opti-
cal contrast.
These observations open up several new ave-

nues for realizing quantum networks and ex-
ploring their applications. The access to an
additional memory qubit directly enables im-
proved memory-enhanced quantum key dis-
tribution (11) by extending the time window
for photons arriving from different commu-
nicating parties to thememory node for asyn-
chronous Bell measurement, whereas the phase
readout protocol facilitates electron resets
between entanglement attempts while infor-

mation is stored on the nucleus. A nuclearmem-
ory can additionally expand the capabilities
of the SiV as a single photon source for the
creation of photonic cluster states (26, 27).
The methods demonstrated here can also
enable the deployment of scalable SiV-based
quantum repeater networks. Based on a large-
scale survey of a second chip fabricated using
the current process (21), we find that more
than 11% of all SiVs are sufficiently strained
for operation at 1.5 K, indicating the possibility
for a sizable number of highly strained devices
in nanophotonic cavities that can operate at
elevated temperatures.Moreover, recently dem-
onstrated techniques for strain tuning of
nanocavities (28) can enable fully determinis-
tic access to high-strain operation. The fidelity
gain from our error detection could be larger
for more complex spin-photon entangling se-
quences, such as PHONE-type gates entangling
successive photons with the nucleus or entan-
gling a photon with multiple nuclei strongly
coupled to the SiV. It also opens opportunities
to operate more effectively in regimes where
the SiV electron coherence properties deterio-
rate, including at higher temperatures as dem-

onstrated here, and in a misaligned magnetic
field as is required for acoustic spin control (29)
and single-photon generation (30). The use of
cavities with higher cooperativity as demon-
strated previously (11) should allow for higher
fidelity and efficiency of electron-spin photon
andPHONEgates, aswell as improved 29Si state
preservation during electron readout (21). Fi-
nally, nearby 13C spins, such as one associated
with the SiV used in thiswork (21), can be used
as additional memory resources (15, 22). Apart
from realizing multinode quantum network
protocols (8, 9), these systems can also allow
for the generation of complex photonic tree
cluster states that enable robust one-way long-
distance quantum communication (31).
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Fig. 3. Spin-photon entanglement at elevated temperatures. (A) Coherence time of the electron (top) and
nucleus (bottom) obtained using 8-XY8 sequences as a function of temperature. Initial increase of the nuclear
T2;n is due to motional averaging of the noise bath. Solid lines are fits to decoherence models of the spin
environment described in (21). (B) Electron spin–photon gate implementation with (C) reconstructed density
matrix at 1.5 K using resonant electron readout. (D) Circuit diagram for the photon-nucleus entangling (PHONE)

gate. CNOT gates with black and white control dots refer to CnNOTe and CnNOTe gates, respectively.
Reconstructed density matrices for photon-nuclear spin entanglement at (E) 100 mK and (F) 4.3 K.

Fig. 4. Spin-photon entanglement with integrated
error detection. (A) Gate sequence for entanglement
between a photon and nucleus and subsequent
state storage with error detection (ED) based on
resonant readout of the electronic spin. (B) Bell
state fidelity improvement with ED at 0.1 K
and 4.3 K. (C) Bell state fidelity as a function of
storage time for the sequence shown in (A) before
and after error detection. Fits are exponential curves
decaying to the maximally mixed-state fidelity
FþrmmF

þ ¼ 0:25 as the nuclear lifetime T1;n is
comparable to the coherence time; fitted decay
constants are 4.5 (3.8) ms with (without) ED.
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A robust quantum network node
The ability to develop quantum networks and communicate quantum information over long distances requires quantum
memory nodes with efficient optical interfaces and long memory times. Because of their long coherence times and
efficient optical interface, color centers in diamond are promising candidates to achieve this goal. Stas et al. use silicon
vacancies in diamond and integrated the properties into a single device (see the Perspective by Gangloff). The authors
demonstrate a quantum memory with a lifetime exceeding 2 seconds and full optical control of the quantum states of
the two-qubit register. With the capability of built-in error detection, such a platform is promising for the development of
scalable quantum networks. —ISO
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